• Our results constitute some kind of generalizations of the appropriate ones of papers [7] and [1] , where the scalar problem (0.1)-(0.3) 1 ' was considered (in [7] for k=1 and in [1] some more general problem). Before formulating assumptions let us introduoe some notation. By p we denote the Hausdorff's measure of noncompactnesB in the Banach space B (introduced in [9] i.e. u k , f k , and <p k are real-valued functions.
Concerning Hausdorff's measures of noncompactness see, for instance, [6, Sec.1] . In the sequel we shall call them shortly measures of noncompactness. [3] ) we retain assumptions (1.1), (1.II), (1.IV), (1.VI) and (1.VII), whereas assumptions (1.III) and (1.V) are replaced by the following oneB.
(1.VIII) Assumption (1.III) with the Lipschitz condition replaced by the inequality (1.X) There is a constant N10>0 such that for any (x,t) e G \ E and any bounded set V of the space B^1" 1 we have n (1.XII) For any surface S T = {(x,t) e S:t e [t,T]}, x e (0,T) and any bounded set VQ c B^ the functions <p k (x,t,vo) (k=1,2,...) are continuous in (x,t) e S uniformly with respect to vQ€VQ.
(1.XIII) There is a constant N12> 0 guch that for any (x,t) e s' and any bounded set VQc BQO we have y (<p k (x,t,V0)) *U12p(V0) (k=1,2,...).
Let us introduce the functions
for (x,t) tS', 0 ST <t, ye , where P (k=1,2,...) is the fundamental solution of the equation L k u k = 0 in (see [5] , Chapter I). We have respectively.
( 00 ) f 00 ) By Z,; ' (resp. Zj, '), we denote the Banach space consist-H r t P ing of all functions
with finite norm
(aeR being a constant) are equivalent to the above ones, respectively. For any bounded set Tcz] 00 ' (resp. VcZ^°°J)
. 
The norm n
is equivalent to the above one. For any bounded set TcZ <J»r>P we put i=1 V^ being defined by suitably modified relation (1.3).
The above definitions and [S, Lemma 4 .7] easily imply the following lemma. For k=1 this theorem is stronger than Theorem 2 of [7] . Particularly, we do not impose any restriction on the constant T (in contrary to [7] ).
-549 -Proof.
As in [l] , we consider the system of equations t He nee, by (1.7), for any positive integer k there exists a unique solution
By N-pNg,..» we denote some constants independent of ^ It follows from (1.6) that the assertions of paper [9] concerning the continuity of Vv and JY , and the estimates of i -*i the norms || v XilB and |JX.|| , retain also their validity for the integrals appearing in (2.3).
-551 - for any (x,t) s G \ E (i=1,...,n; k=1,2,...), ||wJ(x > t)-wJ(x',t')|| B $^t" q6 C(v)(|x-x'| ?r2 +|t-t'| 3, ' 2/2 ) for any (x,t), (x',t') e G Q , t $ t' (k=1,2,...),
..,n; k=1,2,...), where
is a constant. Henoe it follows that w = Av e Z" " _ and
for any (x,t), (x',t') e G\£ , t $ t' , d(x,t) $d(x',t' ). Now, let us take any v,veZ" ' " . Arguing as above and q 5' q 6 ,p 1 using [9, Theorems 3.4 and 3.5] we obtain the inequalities e-at ||w£{x,t)-wJ(x,t)|| B $ $ Nga-1+ V q5 |v-v|^; q6fPi , (x,t)eG 0 , k-1,2,... satisfy tke system of equations t u k (x,t) = -f j r k (x,t;y,t)f k (y,T,u(y,T),u y (y f T))dyd'r + 0 E t -554 -t + j j r k (x,t;y,T)u k (y,T)dydT + j r k (x,t;y ,0)>y k (y)dy, t u k (x,t) -j j U k (x,t;y ,T)<j k (y ,t)dydl = 0 ST t = -j j N k (x,t;ytT)f k (y,i;,u(ytT),uy(y,T))d7dT + 0 Et Proof. Let q^, p^, S and jf^ be constants satisfying the inequalities max-[q1 ,q 3, (1+p2) /2\ <q? <1, P1 < P3 < 1 , 0 < 5 < min{q?-q3, q?-q1, (2q7-1-p2)/2, P3-P.J , 7) This condition results from assumption (1.IV), inequality (2.14) for w = v and relations (2.16), (2.17).
8 ) ' Note that some assumptions of this theorem are weaker than those ones following from [1] for the problem considered in this paper.
-555 -0<2P3<min {l-p.j-6, 2qy-2<5-1-p 2 , p^-8 j .
Denote by K = K(a,p) the set of all functions , (x,t)ep\S,
for any (x,t), (x',t')eG\S, t$t', d(x,t) ^(r',*'}, wutjre a^1 t (? £ 1 constants which will be spteiixed later« Note that K is a closed, convex and bounded set of t.io snait Z" " " . The further argumentation is s^irilsr to tiiat used ^7.^7» P 3 in the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.1. So we find that for any veK the function w = Av satisfies inequalities (3. Hence it follows the continuity of A in K. Now let us take any bounded set VcK, p and a being constants satisfying (3.5) and (3.6), respectively. Denote t wj(x.t) = -j f r^(x,t;y,r)f k (y,r,v(y,T))dydt o Bt for any veV, i=0,1,...,n; k=1,2,..., w^x.t) = (w?(x,t),w|(x,t),...), w(x,t) = (w0(x,t),w1(x,t),...,wn(x,t) ), W i = { w i :v 6 V }' W i = { w i :v 6 V }» w = { W!V e V }» gj(x,t) = f k (x,t,v(x,t)), (x,t)eG\S. s 1 +s 2 ) iP () (s 1 )+Fp(s 2 ), s 1 ,s is a bounded one in the space Z (S'). Taking into considera-7 tions relations (3.15), (3.16), (3.10) and (3.9), and arguing as above we conclude that Hls'.q = SU P (t q ||u(x,t)|| B ). s We also use the norm MsH = sup (e-a V||u(x,t)|| B ) »«d g' equivalent to the above one. Let us put t v£(x,t) m f j rJ(x,t;y,Ow k (7,ï)dydt OS, 'r for veV, 1=0,1,... ,n; k=1,2 tr(x,t) = («•0(x,t),i>-1(x,t),...,»-n(x,t)),
Using (3.VI) For any bounded set T0cBw and any (x,t) e S' the closure of ^(x.t.V^ is a bounded set of B.
Assumptions (3.1), (3.II) and (3.V,) (resp. (3.Ill), (3.IV) and (3.VI)) imply assumptions (1.IV), (1.VIII)-(1.X) (resp. (1.XIM1.XIII)) for the functions v f k = f J + f k (resp. ? k = + cpg), k=1,2,... b i ||v i (x,t)-v i (x,t)||B$| , (x,t) e G0, t* | . Ui0+1
Remark
In view of the continuity of the functions there is S e(0, |) suoh that °
for any (4.4) (x,t) e G0, |x-x|*S, |t-t|*S.
Relations (4.2),(4.4) imply the inequality |v(x,t)-v(x,t)|B $e in the set (4.4). Thus v is continuous in (x,t).
I 00 ) . Consequently, there exist numbers % e (0,T) and re {0,rQ) such that 9 s sup ¡j(W(x,t)) = sup {J (W(x, t) ). G G r,r
Take any e> 0. In view of (4.7) there are numbers z^ e {0,x) and r^ e (0,r) such that for any w e W we have (4.8) II w(x,t)||B < |t (x,t) e G SG .
Take arbitrarily fixed numbers t2 6 and r2 e (0,^), By So we have proved that M(W)s 6, which implies the equality M(W) =8. In virtue of (4.6) this implies inequality (4.5).
